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sol id, not thick 
THIS IS 
THE BRIK

O VISITE

MASTER DEGREE IN TV
JOURNALISM

ITALIAN PHILOLOGY

“This product has been tested in 
the most demanding labora-

tories (TV3, Lavinia, Channel4) 
and has a great reputation 

because of its joking. Further-
more, it is the only milk in the 

market able to operate cameras 
and audio and video editing 

software. It has not partaken in 
any war and if it had to vote for 
something, it’d be for playing 

basketball.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE
raulcalabria@gmail.com

Nutritional value
A working day contains

Energy
Suuuuuuuugar
Creativity
Spark
Resolution under pressure
Final Cut
Photoshop/Indesign
Copywriting
Web resources
Moonwalk
Tenacity
Versatility
Availability

100%
83%
94%
85%
92%
82%
76%
95%
87%
12%
97%
96%
 ∞

Conservation of the product once opened:

Keep this CV in a fresh and visible place. It tends 
to get depressed in drawers. Do not expose to 
sunlight, do not damp it and above everything, 
do not feed it after midnight. Phoning customer 
service could make its contents come to life.

Suggestion for its consumption:

This product contains high doses of flux. It 
stands out because of the diaeresis on its 
u, for not being able to open bottles with a 
lighter and for its devotion to The Office and 
everything Ricky Gervais spits out. When taken 
to a theatre to watch Bambi it spent the full 70 
min. looking at the aisle red lights. Years later, it 
got an A+ for an essay about Italian neorrealism.

If the salad needs salt, it will stand up to get 
and/or manage to find the salt-cellar before 
complaining.

Loves writing round sentences, illustrating 
images with songs and making feasible projects 
out of hare-brained ideas. Will show up at the 
best concerts, nodding, although it listens to 
real rubbish while jogging. No matter how 
much it denies doing so.

raül calàbria
JOURNALIST 
IDEAS MAN
SCRIPT WRITER

‘STUFF       
       DOER’

(Save a Journalist)


